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Edifier MR4 speakers
Advanced Edifier MR4 speakers will find use not only at home, but also in a recording studio, for example. They are designed to provide
excellent sound quality and offer 2 playback modes - Monitor and Music. Convenient in use knob provides easy access to their functions,
and several available ports such as TRS, AUX or RCA allow you to connect many different devices.
 
Superior sound quality
To give you the highest audio quality, the speakers have been professionally tuned by the experts at Edifier Acoustic Lab. With a class-D
amplifier and a 4-inch woofer, the frequency can be lowered to 60Hz, and the use of DSP ensures even more interesting sound. The MR4
also has an advanced frequency divider for better input signal and sound clarity.
 
Created for music lovers
The  speakers  are  designed  to  deliver  the  most  beautiful  sound  possible.  The  1-inch  silk-diaphragm  tweeter  and  specially  designed
integrated cone front panel ensure clear, crisp highs. You can also enjoy incredible rich detail and emphasized bass thanks to the PP cone
with MICA-complemented diaphragm.
 
2 playback modes
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With 2 available modes, these speakers are perfect for a variety of applications. If you're a music producer and sound engineer, you'll
appreciate the Monitor mode, which lets you hear every detail. For everyday use, the Music mode will highlight the best of your favorite
songs.
 
Easy operation
The  operation  of  the  devices  is  extremely  simple  and  intuitive.  The  MR4s  are  equipped  with  a  multi-function  knob  that  provides
convenient access to their most important functions. Simply press and hold it to turn the speakers on or off, twist it to adjust the volume
and press it twice to change the playback mode.
 
Multiple inputs available
The speakers have several available inputs so you can connect various devices to them. The TRS Balanced 6.35mm ports allow you to
connect  the  MR4  to  a  console,  mixer  or  other  professional  equipment  with  +4dBu  input  sensitivity.  You  can  also  use  the  2  RCA
Unbalanced inputs. What's more, on the front panel of one of the speakers you will find an AUX input and an additional output port that
allows you to connect headphones.
 
Upgraded design
Not only do the MR4s deliver perfect sound quality, but they also look extremely elegant and stylish. The wooden cabinet made of MDF
gives them a timeless character and makes them a perfect addition to any interior design. It is also important for the sound quality as it
reduces acoustic resonance and minimizes unwanted vibrations.
 
In the box
Speakers
Speaker cable (2.5m)
3.5mm to 3.5mm audio cable (1.7m)
3.5mm to 2RCA audio cable (1.7m)
User Manual
Brand
Edifier
Model
MR4
Input sensitivity
TRS Balanced: +4dBu; AUX / RCA Unbalanced: -10dBV;
Power output (under distortion limit)
21W+21W
Frequency response
60Hz-20KHz
Audio inputs
TRS Balanced, RCA and AUX Unbalanced
SNR
≥85dBA
THD + noise (%)
≤0.2%
Tweeter
1″
Woofer
4″
Main speaker dimensions
140x228x197.5mm
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Subsidiary speaker dimensions
140x228x184mm
Weight
4.5kg
Color
White

Preço:

€ 107.00

Audio, Colunas Bluetooth
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